
Lecture 16

February 21, 2018

Statics - TAM 210 & TAM 211



Announcements

 Mastering Engineering Tutorials will now be due by 10:00 am Monday.

 All other deadlines remain the same. Do not push off your other work.

 No change in grading format.

Concept  Inventory: Next week in CBTF. Optional extra credit. Details TBA 

Upcoming deadlines:

 Quiz 3 (2/21-23)

 Sign up at CBTF

 Monday (2/26)

 Mastering Engineering Tutorial 7

 Tuesday (2/27)

 PL HW 6

 Thursday (3/1)

 WA 3
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Given the 4kN load at B of 

the beam is supported by 

pins at A and C. Find the 

support reactions at A and C.



The woman exercises on the rowing machine. 

If she exerts a holding force of F = 200 N on 

the handle ABC, determine the reaction force 

at pin C and the force developed along the 

hydraulic cylinder BD on the handle.



The cup is filled with 125 g of liquid. The mass center is located at G. 

If a vertical force F is applied to the rim of the cup, determine its 

magnitude so the cup is on the verge of tipping over.



Chapter 6: Structural Analysis



Goals and Objectives
• Determine the forces in members of a truss using the method of 

joints

• Determine zero-force members

• Determine the forces in members of a truss using the method of 

sections



Assumption of trusses

 Loading applied at joints, with negligible weight 
(If weight included, vertical and split at joints)

 Members joined by smooth pins

 Pins in equilibrium:σ𝐹𝑥 = 0 and σ𝐹𝑦 = 0

Method of joints
Procedure for analysis:
 Free-body diagram for each joint
 Start with joints with at least 1 known force

and 1-2 unknown forces
 Assume the unknown force members to be in 
tension

Zero-force members
Two situations:

 Two non-collinear members , no external or 
support at jt Both members are ZFM

 Two collinear member, plus third non-
collinear, no loads on third member Non-
collinear member is ZFM.

Recap: Truss Analysis



Tension vs. Compression

Rigid bodies respond differently to tension versus compression.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=67fSwIjYJ-E

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Gb9eemosZF8

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=67fSwIjYJ-E
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Gb9eemosZF8


Create FBDs for each joint and each member. 

Assume unknown force members to be in tension

This slide is an 

example of a badly 

presented solution 

sheet. Do not write 

like this in your 

written assignments. I 

will redo this slide 

over the weekend for 

improved readability.



Use Method of joints to prove that members attached to A and D should be FZM:


